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Identifying the processes involved in the evolution of suppressed recombination between sex
chromosomes and understanding their consequences for the evolutionary dynamics of sexlinked loci have been major topics of research during the last century. In this thesis, I used
the avian ZW system, where females are the heterogametic sex, to investigate the underlying
processes in sex chromosome evolution in birds. I identified the gametologous genes between
the largely recombining Z and W chromosomes of ostrich and dated the timing of the cessation
of recombination to prior to the split of modern birds. I then constructed a genetic map of the
ostrich Z chromosome and corrected its assembly in order to obtain the ancestral organization
of the Z chromosome in a basal clade of birds. By analyzing the inversion events across the
avian phylogeny, I concluded that a combination of Z- and possibly W-linked inversions might
have been responsible for the evolution of suppressed recombination in avian sex chromosomes.
To understand the determinants of levels of genetic diversity on Z chromosome compared
to autosomes, I calculated Z to autosome (Z:A) genetic diversity across 32 avian species.
This revealed a broad range of Z:A genetic diversity, between 0.278 – 1.27. Lineage-specific
estimates of the nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rate ratio (dN:dS) for autosomal and
Z-linked genes further revealed a Fast-Z effect in the majority of birds. The lack of a significant
correlation between Z:A dN:dS and Z:A genetic diversity indicated that genetic drift might not
be sufficient to explain faster evolution of Z-linked genes, suggesting that positive selection
might also contribute to the observed values. Finally, I calculated genetic diversity and linkage
disequilibrium (LD) along the pseudoautosomal region (PAR) of the Z chromosome using
population genomics data of ostrich. In contrast to theoretical expectation, levels of diversity
on the PAR were not significantly higher close to the sex-determining region (SDR) compared
to autosomal values. Additionally, I observed a lower level of LD on the PAR compared to
the average for the Z chromosome and no significant level of LD across the PAR boundary
was detected, indicating recombination allows the boundary-proximal region of PAR to behave
independently of SDR. Considered together with a higher level of recombination rate in females
in the proximity of the SDR, this observation might help explain the maintenance of a long PAR
in ostriches and other ratites. Altogether, the results of this thesis make a modest contribution
to our understanding of sex chromosome evolution in birds.
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Introduction

Sex chromosomes are an important part of the genome that carry the sex-determining region. They have particular characteristics such as different ploidy,
sex-specific mode of inheritance and recombination pattern that distinguish
them from autosomes. In the following sections, I first briefly introduce the
sex determination mechanism in vertebrates to provide a context for the function of sex chromosomes. I then provide an introduction to the biological features of sex chromosomes with a focus on their level of gene expression and
sex-specific recombination pattern. In the next section, I discuss the major
steps in the evolution of heteromorphic sex chromosomes, including the
causes and mechanisms of recombination suppression between sex chromosomes in their early stage and the subsequent degeneration of the non-recombining chromosome. I then give a background on sex chromosomes within a
population genetics context and explain how evolutionary forces such as genetic drift and selection can influence sex chromosomes differently than autosomes due to their special mode of ploidy and inheritance. In the final section,
I focus on the evolutionary dynamics of loci in the recombining part of the sex
chromosomes, the pseudoautosomal region.

Sexual reproduction and sex determination in vertebrates
Sexual reproduction is a ubiquitous phenomenon across the animal kingdom
and entails the fusion of an egg and a sperm in the process of fertilization to
form a zygote. The zygote will develop to either a male or a female during the
process of sex determination. Sex determination is a developmental process
that directs the fate of a sexually reproducing organism towards developing
into a male or female (Beukeboom and Perrin 2014). There are a wide variety
of sex determination mechanisms throughout the animal kingdom. In vertebrates, the initial triggers of the molecular cascade that determine sex can be
environmental, genetic or a mixture of both. In environmental sex determination, at a specific stage during embryonic development, cues from the environment such as temperature or population density trigger the differentiation
of the embryo into male or female. In genetic sex determination, however, sex
is determined by a gene or chromosomal differences between sexes (Capel
2017). The main players in genetic sex determination are the sex chromo9

somes which carry the sex-determining region (SDR). The SDR may be carried on largely differentiated sex chromosomes as in the case of human and
chicken or as in pufferfish, it can be limited to just a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) (Kamiya, et al. 2012). Among the genes involved in sex determination cascade, DM-domain transcription factors contribute to sex differentiation across all animal kingdom (Matson and Zarkower 2012) with the
dmrt1 (double sex and mab-3 related transcription factor 1) gene playing a
central switch role by switching on the male developmental program and
switching off the female program (Beukeboom and Perrin 2014).
Mammals have an XX/XY sex determination system with male heterogamety
(XY). In mammals, sex is determined by the dominant male determining gene
Sry (Sex-determining region Y) located on the Y chromosome (Sinclair, et al.
1990). Sry plays a central role in the upstream part of the sex determination
cascade which then, through a series of factors, upregulates dmrt1, leading to
the initiation of male developmental program and inhibition of female development (Matson, et al. 2011). In XX females and in the absence of Sry, dmrt1
is suppressed, leading to the activation of a pathway with the expression of
genes that lead to ovary development. In birds, on other hand, dmrt1 has
moved to the top level of hierarchy in the molecular cascade of sex determination. The mechanism of sex determination is not fully understood in birds;
however, evidence suggest a dosage dependent mechanism of sex determination (Smith, et al. 2009). Birds have a ZZ/ZW sex determination system with
female heterogamety (ZW). Since dmrt1 is located on the Z chromosome and
is absent from the W, males receive a double dosage of DMRT1 and females
a single dosage. Similar to mammals, DMRT1 promotes testis development
by activating a pathway that leads to suppressing ovary developmental genes
(Smith, et al. 2009; Chue and Smith 2011).

Sex chromosomes: A historical and biological perspective
The sex chromosomes are a pair of chromosomes carrying the SDR and differing from autosomes in shape, size, inheritance pattern and various genomic
features. The X chromosome in firebug (Pyrrhocoris apterus) was the first to
be discovered when Hermann Henking observed that one element in male
meiosis was only transmitted to half of the sperms (Henking 1891). The nomination of the chromosome ‘X’ was done to signify its unknown function.
Later, by analyzing Drosophila individuals with abnormal sex chromosomes,
Bridges found evidence for the role of X and Y chromosomes in sex determination (Bridges 1916, 1925). Sex chromosomes in most vertebrates show a
strong morphological differentiation. The homogametic sex carries two X
chromosomes (females in male heterogamety) or Z chromosomes (males in
female heterogamety). In contrast, the heterogametic sex carries one X and Y
10

chromosome (males in male heterogamety) or one Z and W chromosome (females in female heterogamety).
The heteromorphism of sex chromosomes has consequences on gene dosage
in the heterogametic sex. Dosage of a chromosome refers to its copy number
in the genome and is proportional to the level of gene expression as measured
by the number of mRNAs or proteins (Ercan 2015). Maintenance of correct
dosage is important for the organism’s fitness because deviation from the diploid dosage of genes can be detrimental (Torres, et al. 2008; Tang and Amon
2013). Genes located on the X and Z chromosomes are found only in one copy
in males and females, respectively. The single copy number of genes on these
chromosomes means that there is a reduced level of expression of X and Z
linked genes in the heterogametic sex. To alleviate the deleterious effect of
dosage imbalance, various mechanisms of dosage compensation have
evolved.
These mechanisms can range from a chromosome-wide compensation in
mammals as well as systems in which compensation seems to act on individual genes (Graves 2016). In mammals, to compensate for the reduced dosage
of X chromosomes in males, one of the X chromosomes in females is epigenetically silenced throughout development, maintaining equal dosage between
males and females (Graves 2016). For example, the female to male expression
ratio in different species of primates was shown to be nearly 1.0 (Julien, et al.
2012). In birds, on the other hand, the mechanism of dosage compensation is
not chromosome-wide (Ellegren, et al. 2007; Julien, et al. 2012). In chicken,
Z genes were shown to express 30-40% more strongly in ZZ males than in
ZW females (Ellegren, et al. 2007; Julien, et al. 2012). Lack of a global mechanism for dosage compensation has also been shown in flycatcher (Uebbing,
et al. 2013) and the W-degenerate segment of the ostrich Z chromosome
(Adolfsson and Ellegren 2013).
Another specific feature of sex chromosomes is their sex-specific pattern of
recombination. Heteromorphic sex chromosomes do not recombine along
most of their length in the heterogametic sex. Recombination occurs along the
X chromosome in females in male heterogamety (Z chromosome in female
heterogamety) but it is restricted to a segment called the pseudoautosomal region (PAR) between X and Y (or Z and W) chromosomes. Diploid PARs share
some features with autosomes but they are still partly sex-linked in the region
close to the SDR (Otto, et al. 2011). Recombination rate is high in the small
PAR and is even higher in the heterogametic sex due to the requirement of at
least one cross-over for proper segregation of chromosomes during meiosis
(Perry, et al. 2001; Hinch, et al. 2014; Smeds, et al. 2014). The PAR can also
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consist of the majority of the sex chromosome in recently evolved sex chromosome systems (Bewick, et al. 2013) or in certain ancient systems such as
in ratites (Otto, et al. 2011; Vicoso, Emerson, et al. 2013; Vicoso, Kaiser, et
al. 2013; Yazdi and Ellegren 2014). The suppression of recombination is the
cornerstone in the evolution of heteromorphic sex chromosomes. It is therefore important to understand the why and how of recombination suppression
during the evolution of sex chromosomes. This is the topic for the next section.

The evolution of heteromorphic sex chromosomes through
recombination suppression
Evolution of sex chromosomes has been a major topic of research during the
last century. The earliest theory concerning the evolution of heteromorphic
sex chromosomes was put forward by Muller (Muller 1914, 1918) with credit
given to A. H. Sturtevant (Clark 1988). All the research has led to a consensus
that sex chromosomes evolved from a pair of autosomes that gained a sexdetermining function which led to the suppressed recombination between
them. The sex chromosome in mammals and birds evolved independently
from a separate pair of autosomes (Fridolfsson, et al. 1998), however, in both
cases, the common feature is the cessation of recombination around the SDR.
Several models have been suggested for the evolution of recombination suppression (Nei 1969; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1980; Rice 1987a). At
the heart of all these models is selection for reduced recombination between
the SDR and a mutation with sexually antagonistic fitness effect (i.e., beneficial to one sex but detrimental to the other). The process of recombination
suppression can be considered to take place in two steps: First is the initial
recombination cessation around the SDR and second is the expansion of the
segment with suppressed recombination through the gain of sexually antagonistic mutations (Charlesworth, et al. 2005).
Cessation of recombination in the proximity of the SDR can be studied together with the evolution of two sexes from a co-sexual population (Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1978). In the evolution of SDR coupled with the evolution of two sexes, at least two mutations are needed. The first mutation is a
recessive male-sterility mutation which renders the individuals to become female. At this moment, the population will consist of females and hermaphrodites. In the next step, a dominant female sterility gene will create males. Recombination between the recessive male sterility and dominant female sterility
mutations must decrease in order to avoid the production of intersex individuals with lower fitness.
After the initial suppression of recombination in the proximity of the SDR, in
most sex chromosome systems, recombination continues to cease in a larger
12

segment. The main theory concerning the extension of recombination cessation is the accumulation of sexually antagonistic alleles (Rice 1987a). The
main factors in selection for recombination suppression is the genetic distance
between the sexually antagonistic locus and the SDR and the selective advantage of the sexually antagonistic mutation. In the case of XY system, the
occurrence of a male beneficial mutation in the proximity of the Sry on Y
chromosome could select for the cessation of recombination between Sry and
the male beneficial allele. Given high selective advantage in males, the male
beneficial mutation can spread into population even if detrimental to females,
selecting for the extension of the non-recombining region (Rice 1987a). The
ZW system is often considered to be equivalent to the XY system in this aspect
by exchanging W for Y and male beneficial alleles occurring on Y for female
beneficial alleles occurring on W. However, recent empirical work has failed
to identify any female specific or female-beneficial genes on the W chromosome (Smeds, et al. 2015; Bellott, et al. 2017). As shown in the previous section, sex is determined by the dosage of DMRT1 on the Z chromosome in
birds and there has been identification of male-beneficial alleles on the Z chromosome (Bellott, et al. 2010; Ellegren 2011).
Suppression of recombination between sex chromosomes leads to a gradual
sequence divergence of the homologous X and Y (Z and W) linked loci from
one another. The term, evolutionary strata, was coined to describe the stepwise
pattern of recombination cessation between the sex chromosomes with each
stratum dating back to a distinctive amount of time in the past (Lahn and Page
1999). Evolutionary strata are inferred from levels of sequence divergence between homologous genes on the non-recombining part of the sex chromosomes (i.e., gametologous genes). Examples of evolutionary strata have been
reported in sex chromosomes of a variety of species, both in systems of male
and female heterogamety, including mammals (Lahn and Page 1999;
Sandstedt and Tucker 2004), birds (Handley, et al. 2004; Nam and Ellegren
2008; Wright, et al. 2014; Yazdi and Ellegren 2014), reptiles (Vicoso,
Emerson, et al. 2013), fish (Roesti, et al. 2013; White, et al. 2015), and plants
(Nicolas, et al. 2005; Bergero, et al. 2007; Wang, et al. 2012), as well as in
mating-type chromosomes of fungi (Branco, et al. 2017). Structural rearrangements or molecular mechanisms can lead to cessation of recombination and
create a stepwise or gradual pattern of sequence divergence between gametologs. These mechanisms are the topic for the next section.

Mechanisms of recombination suppression between sex
chromosomes
Several mechanisms can prevent the pairing of chromosomes and hence lead
to recombination cessation. Structural rearrangements such as chromosomal
13

inversions, through the reduction in fitness of the heterokaryotype individual
(Kirkpatrick 2010) and inhibition of the normal pairing of chromosomes during meiosis (Griffiths 2000), can lead to recombination suppression over their
length. This idea dates back to the original suggestion by Ohno (Ohno 1967)
that recombination arrest between sex chromosomes can be established by a
pericentric inversion (i.e., inversion containing the centromere). In humans, it
was suggested that recombination between X and Y chromosomes stopped in
a step-wise manner through a series of inversions on the Y chromosome (Lahn
and Page 1999; Ross, et al. 2005).
The role of inversions was also highlighted in the case of avian sex chromosomes with inversions on Z suggested to be responsible for recombination arrest prior to the split of modern birds (Wright, et al. 2014; Zhou, et al. 2014).
However, inversions, along with other types of structural rearrangements such
as accumulation of transposable elements and other repetitive sequences can
be as well the consequence of recombination cessation due to a decrease in
effective population size (Ne) and hence the reduction in the efficacy of selection (Beukeboom and Perrin 2014). Moreover, in ancient sex chromosome
systems, connecting inversions to the events of recombination cessation is
quite challenging (Lemaitre, et al. 2009; Yazdi and Ellegren 2018). A prediction of cessation of recombination by chromosomal inversions is that the genomic loci within the inverted segments should show similar levels of divergence and in a phylogenetic analysis, gametologous genes resulting from recombination suppression due to an inversion event should cluster by chromosome rather than by species.
In contrast, genetic modifiers of recombination would potentially cause a
more gradual spread of cessation of recombination (Chibalina and Filatov
2011; Bergero, et al. 2013; Natri, et al. 2013). For example, heterochromatinization could occur in a gene-by-gene basis. In papaya, the sex-determining
gene is close to the centromere with an already reduced rate of recombination
(Wang, et al. 2012). In that case, the heterochromatin state of the centromere
provides a state of an already reduced recombination for the SDR.

Causes of the degeneration of the non-recombining sex
chromosome
Once recombination has stopped, the non-recombining region on Y or W chromosomes starts to degenerate (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2000). The
processes involved in degeneration of the non-recombining chromosome have
been a major subject of investigation for decades but the exact process or the
relative role of each has been proven to be very difficult to determine empirically. Based on theoretical work, at the center of all these processes is the
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consequence of reduction in Ne of the non-recombining chromosome. The
main mechanisms suggested for the degeneration of DNA sequence of the
non-recombining chromosome include Muller’s ratchet (Muller 1964;
Felsenstein 1974), hitchhiking effect of mutations with deleterious (background selection) or advantageous (selective sweep) fitness effects (MaynardSmith and Haigh 1974; Charlesworth, et al. 1993; Charlesworth 1994) and
Hill-Robertson interference (Hill and Robertson 1966).
Muller’s ratchet is the process of stochastic loss of the class of chromosomes
carrying the least number of deleterious mutations in a finite population. In
the absence of recombination or back mutation (Charlesworth and
Charlesworth 2000), no class of chromosomes with fewer mutations can occur, hence the population gets trapped in a situation with all individuals harboring a number of deleterious mutations. Therefore, every time an individual
with the least number of mutations dies (e.g., one mutation), population will
consist of individuals with at least two deleterious mutations and so forth. In
this way, deleterious mutations such as deletions accumulate on the non-recombining chromosome, leading to its gradual loss of DNA sequence.
Hitchhiking effect of mutations with a fitness effect on the linked neutral loci
can further reduce the Ne of the non-recombining chromosome, leading to further fixation of deleterious mutations. In a non-recombining population, any
neutral mutation can only survive if it appears on the background of a chromosome free from deleterious mutations (Charlesworth 1994). Background
selection leads to a reduction in the mean fitness of the Y (W) chromosomes
relative to X (Z) by reducing the Ne of the non-recombining chromosome. This
will further accelerate the fixation of deleterious mutations (Charlesworth and
Charlesworth 2000). Similar effect can also occur through the effect of an advantageous allele on the neighboring neutral loci. Selective sweep can erode
all genetic variation on the non-recombining sex chromosomes and lead to the
fixation of deleterious mutant alleles along with the advantageous mutations,
contributing to its further degeneration (Rice 1987b). Finally, in Hill-Robertson interference, loci that are both under selection influence the efficacy of
selection through the action of one on another. This leads to the inhibition of
removal of deleterious mutations and fixation of beneficial ones (Hill and
Robertson 1966) which in the long term reduces the fitness of an evolving Y
chromosome and contributes to its eventual loss of genetic material.

Population genetics of sex chromosomes
In this section, I only consider the female heterogametic system, the same arguments apply to the male heterogametic system by exchanging males for females, Z for X and W for Y. Sex chromosomes spend unequal amount of their
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evolutionary time in males and females. The Z chromosome spends two-thirds
of the time in males and one-thirds of the time in females and W chromosome
is only inherited through female line. Moreover, for every male and female in
the population, there exists three Z chromosomes and one W chromosome for
every four autosomes. The sex-linked inheritance pattern and reduced Ne of
sex chromosomes can have consequences on the action of evolutionary forces
on these chromosomes and their expected levels of genetic diversity. The expected level of genetic diversity is a product of Ne and mutation rate (𝜇) and
is expressed as (𝜃 = 4𝑁& 𝜇). Under the assumption of random variance of offspring number for males and females, the Z chromosome to autosomes (Z:A)
ratio of Ne is expected to be 0.75 (Caballero 1995). Hence, assuming an equal
mutation rate between Z chromosome and autosomes, the Z:A genetic diversity is also expected to be 0.75. However, several factors that can affect Ne
and mutation rate differently on Z chromosomes compared to autosomes can
cause deviation of genetic diversity from the expected 0.75. Over longer times,
these differences will translate into differences in sequence divergence between sex chromosomes and autosomes. In what follows, I introduce the factors that can affect the Ne of sex chromosomes, explain the impact of male bias
in mutation rate on levels of genetic diversity, briefly discuss the sex-specific
recombination rate of sex chromosomes and finally introduce the consequences of hemizygosity of Z-linked loci for the action of selection.
Genetic drift
Genetic drift is the random loss of genetic diversity due to binomial sampling
in a small or finite population size (Hedrick 2007) and is an important factor
in the evolution of neutral loci in small populations. The extent of genetic drift
is inversely related to Ne. The expected Ne for a Z locus to an autosomal gene
in a population consisting of males and females can be calculated from the
following equation:
𝑁& '
𝑁& (

9𝑁&+ 𝑁&,
4𝑁&+ + 2𝑁&,
3
=
=
4𝑁&+ 𝑁&,
4
𝑁&+ + 𝑁&,

where Nef is the Ne in females and Nem is the Ne in males. The Z:A Ne of 0.75
is only maintained if Nef = Nem (Figure 1). The Z:A Ne can be influenced by
several factors including life history traits, fluctuations in population size and
the effect of linked selection. Variance in reproductive success causes a deviation from the randomly distributed number of offspring for males and females. For example, in polygynous mating system where one male mates with
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multiple females, the Ne of Z chromosomes compared to autosomes is reduced. In addition to variance in reproductive success, Ne of sex chromosomes
can be affected differently than autosomes in the face of demographic
changes. For example, in the case of population size reduction or bottleneck,
the Ne of Z chromosome is reduced more drastically than that of autosomes
which leads to even faster rate of coalescence for Z-linked loci, reducing Z:A
Ne (Pool and Nielsen 2007).
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Figure 1. Relative Ne of sex chromosomes in relation to relative Ne of males and females.

Finally, linked selection, the diversity-reducing effect of mutations with fitness effect on linked neutral loci (Maynard-Smith and Haigh 1974;
Charlesworth, et al. 1993) can reduce Ne at the proximity of sites under selection. Since the Z chromosome recombines only in the homogametic sex, it has
a lower rate of sex-averaged recombination rate, which might increase the impact of selection on linked neutral sites leading to a reduction in genetic diversity.
Mutation rate
Mutation rate is the probability of occurrence of an error in DNA replication
per unit of time, most commonly measured in generation. Germ line mutations
get inherited from one generation to the next and therefore provide the raw
material for genetic variation. Male gametes typically undergo many more
rounds of cell division compared to female gametes during the process of gametogenesis, a consequence of the higher production of sperm than egg cells.
This has led to the suggestion that the mutation rate should be higher in males
compared to females, a phenomenon known as male-biased mutation (Miyata,
et al. 1987; Ellegren 2007; Gao, et al. 2016). Male-biased mutation has been
subsequently shown in a variety of species (Ellegren 2007, 2011; Wilson
Sayres and Makova 2011).
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Since Z chromosomes spend two-thirds of the time in males, they can be influenced by male-biased mutation, leading to an increase in male to female
(male:female) mutation ratio. The relationship of male:female mutation ratio
with Z:A genetic diversity is shown in the equation below:
9(𝑁&+ + 𝑁&, ) 2 2𝛼 + 1
𝜃'
=
∗
𝜃( 8(2𝑁&+ + 𝑁&, ) 3 𝛼 + 1
where 𝛼 is the male:female mutation ratio, 𝜃' and 𝜃( are the genetic diversity
on Z and autosomes, respectively. Nef and Nem are the effective population
sizes in females and males, respectively. Based on the above equation, it is
expected to have an increase in Z chromosome genetic diversity compared to
autosomes with an increase in male:female mutation ratio (Figure 2A and B).
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Figure 2. Effect of male-biased mutation in Z(X): autosome level of genetic diversity. A) Z(X): autosome genetic diversity and its relation to male:female mutation
ratio for Nef = Nem. B) Z(X): autosome genetic diversity and its relation to the relative Ne of males and females plotted for different male:female mutation ratio. Red
and blue represent Z and X chromosome, respectively

Recombination rate
Recombination is the process of exchange of DNA sequence between two homologous chromosomes. The rate of recombination is measured as the probability of cross-over event that involves the exchange of DNA sequence per
unit of physical distance for example million base pairs (Mb). There is a heterogeneous pattern of recombination across the genome and between sexes in
different organisms (Petkov, et al. 2007; Groenen, et al. 2009; Kawakami, et
al. 2014; Bherer, et al. 2017). The most striking sex-difference in recombination rate occurs between sex chromosomes. In the heterogametic sex, recombination between Z and W chromosomes is confined to the PAR. On the other
hand, in the homogametic sex, recombination occurs along the Z chromosomes. The sex-averaged recombination rate for autosomal genes is the arithmetic mean of recombination rate between males and females as despite sex
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difference in recombination, autosomal genes spend equal amount of times in
males and females on average. However, since there are three Z chromosomes
in the population and two undergo recombination in males, the average recombination frequency for the Z chromosome is:

𝑟=

2𝑟,
3

where 𝑟 is the sex-averaged recombination frequency and 𝑟, is the recombination frequency in males.
Selection
Genes on Z chromosome with degenerate W chromosome might exhibit different patterns of evolution in comparison with autosomal genes due to their
hemizygosity in the heterogametic sex (Charlesworth, et al. 2018). The Z:A
ratio of substitution rate depends on the dominance coefficient and the sexspecific effects of mutations on fitness (Avery 1984; Rice 1984; Charlesworth,
et al. 1987). For example, the Z:A ratio of substitution rate is larger than one
for partially recessive mutations that are expressed in both sexes or in females.
In this case, a Fast-Z effect is expected in which genes on the Z chromosome
show faster rate of evolution due to the expression of recessive mutations in
the heterogametic sex. Moreover, if mutations are sexually antagonistic, a
dominant mutation on the Z chromosome will be expressed twice in males
than in females, hence, it will increase in frequency if male beneficial and
decrease in frequency if detrimental to males. In contrast, due to the hemizygosity of Z-linked genes, a recessive mutation will be initially expressed in
females. Such mutation will be disfavored if it is detrimental to females or
increase in frequency if it is beneficial in females (Rice 1984). In addition to
Z-linked sequences with degenerate W which are suitable targets for the accumulation of sexually antagonistic genes and polymorphisms, the pseudoautosomal region of the Z chromosome, particularly in the segment close to the
SDR is also an important target for sexually antagonistic mutations and is discussed in the last section of the introduction.

Evolutionary dynamics of loci on the pseudoautosomal region
While most attention in studies of sex chromosome evolution has been concentrated on the sex-specific region of sex chromosomes, the PAR can contain
information about the evolutionary dynamics of sex-linked sequences. It has
been assumed that the evolutionary dynamics of loci on the PAR should resemble that of autosomes as both are diploid and undergo recombination in
both sexes. However, PAR loci that are in the proximity of the SDR, depending on the recombination rate in the heterogametic sex, may be sex-linked by
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spending unequal amount of times in males and females. The sex-linked inheritance pattern of these loci increases the expected coalescence time as a
function of genetic distance to the SDR (Kirkpatrick, et al. 2010) with the
highest expected coalescence time for loci closest to the SDR. Moreover, the
sex-linkage of the PAR loci close to the SDR make them a suitable substrate
for the accumulation of sexually antagonistic mutations (Otto, et al. 2011;
Kirkpatrick and Guerrero 2014) which leads to further increase in coalescence
time between the two sex chromosomes and might manifest itself in higher
levels of genetic differentiation between males and females.
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Methods

In this section, I describe the key methods that I have used to address different
questions in sex chromosome evolution.

Dating the timing of recombination suppression between
gametologous genes
Identification of W-linked gametologs
Once the Z and W chromosomes stop to recombine, genes on the non-recombining region of the W chromosome will independently accumulate mutations. In the genotyping of sequenced individuals, substitutions in a still existing W-linked gametolog will be recognized as female-specific SNPs when
reads from such a gene are mapped to the corresponding Z-linked gene given
enough sequence conservation for the reliable mapping. Since females have
one copy of the Z chromosome and one copy of the W chromosome, Z-linked
genes outside the PAR for which the W copy has been degenerated are hemizygous in females and their genotypes are detected as homozygous in sequencing. W chromosome gametologs were identified as genes with heterozygous SNP calls in individual females for which they consistently showed
the Z chromosome reference allele and a unique allele not previously identified as segregating sites in sequencing of male individuals. The sequence of
the gametologous genes was then built by tilling reads originating from the
W-linked copy identified by containing the non-reference allele at heterozygous sites.
Estimating divergence time between Z-linked and W-linked genes and
the strength of selection
With the sequence of Z and W gametologs at hand, we can use the concept of
molecular clock to calculate the timing of the divergence of Z and W chromosomes (i.e., the timing of the cessation of recombination) using the amount of
sequence divergence between the two chromosomes. Molecular clock is the
concept of a steady rate of change in DNA sequences over time which provides a basis for dating the time of divergence of lineages if the rate of change
can be estimated (Futuyma and Kirkpatrick 2018). The time of divergence can
then be calculated using the following equation:
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𝑡=

𝑑
2𝜇

where 𝑡 is the amount of time measured in generations or years since the two
lineages have diverged, 𝑑 is the amount of sequence divergence and 𝜇 is the
mutation rate.
Using the principle above, in order to get an estimate of divergence time, we
calculated the pairwise synonymous substitution rate (dS) for the gametologous genes. Next, we needed to obtain a mutation rate specific to the lineage
we are interested in, in this case, the ratites. Under neutrality, substitution rate
is equal to the rate of mutation (Kimura 1971). To obtain a ratite-specific mutation rate, we used the emu-ostrich alignment of orthologous genes and calculated dS. We next used the fossil calibrated divergence time between the two
species of about 97 MY (Haddrath and Baker 2012). Using the equation
above, we estimated a ratite-specific substitution rate (a proxy for mutation
rate) as 1.1´10-9. We next used this estimate of mutation rate and the calculated dS to obtain the time of divergence between the Z and W gametologs.
In order to infer how selection has been acting on Z and W gametologs, we
estimated the lineage-specific dS and dN for Z and W chromosomes using
chicken orthologs as the outgroup. In lineage-specific calculation of sequence
divergence, the outgroup can inform us about the direction of change in the
in-group, in this case, the ostrich Z or W sequences. The ratio of the two, dN:dS
can be used to infer selection in a given lineage with values above one indicating positive selection or relaxation of purifying selection, equal one indicating neutral evolution and below one, indicating purifying selection.

Genetic mapping
Recombination between genes on a chromosome
Homologous chromosomes can undergo an exchange of their segments during
meiosis. The exchange of DNA segments (crossing over) between homologous chromosomes can result in recombination, yielding daughter chromosomes that carry combinations of alleles that are not present in the parents.
Frequency of recombination is the proportion of gametes carrying combination of alleles that are not present in the parental chromosome (Hartl 2005). In
order to know whether a combination of alleles on a chromosome is different
from the parental type, it is important to know the configuration of the alleles
along the chromosome (i.e., the phase). For example, for the genotype AaBb,
two configurations are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the alleles a and b on the chromosome. The cis or coupling configuration has the alleles on the same chromosome while the trans or repulsion configuration has the two alleles on different chromosomes.

Basics of genetic mapping
The linkage of genes on a chromosome can be represented in the form of a
genetic map, which shows the linear order of genes along the chromosome
with the distances between adjacent genes proportional to the frequency of
recombination between them (Hartl 2005). The unit of distance in a genetic
map is called a map unit. Over short intervals, 1 map unit equals 1 percent
recombination which is also called a centimorgan (cM). Since the maximum
frequency of recombination is 50 percent, the maximum length of a chromosome is expected to not exceed 50 cM. However, the genetic map length often
exceeds 50 cM. For example, the ostrich sex-averaged map of Z chromosome
is about 94.2 cM. The reason for a longer length of chromosome than the maximum frequency of recombination is that more than one cross-over can occur
on a chromosome.
Double cross-overs in a chromosomal segment between genes can remain undetected since it may not result in recombinant offspring. This is important
since map units measure how much crossing-over takes place between genes
while the recombination frequency reflects how much recombination is actually observed (Hartl 2005). Thus, double recombinants that cannot be observed do not contribute to recombination frequency but they do contribute to
the map distance. If the distance between two genes or genetic markers is so
short that the probability of double cross-over is very low, map unit and recombination frequency are the same.
The occurrence of one cross-over event reduces the probability of the crossover event in the proximity of the first one. This phenomenon is called chromosome interference. In order to integrate the effect of interference in connecting recombination frequency with genetic distance, different mapping
functions are used. Mapping functions convert a map distance between genetic
markers into their recombination frequency. One of the most used mapping
functions is the Kosambi mapping function (Kosambi 1944) which assumes
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that interference decreases as a linear function of distance, therefore, larger
map distances than 50 cM are possible.
Maximum likelihood and LOD scores in genetic mapping
In organisms such as ostrich that there are few offspring per mating and often,
the phase of the alleles on a chromosome cannot be determined, information
from multiple pedigrees are combined to have enough power to test the hypothesis of linkage between a pair of markers against the hypothesis of free
recombination. In order to obtain a genetic map, a pedigree or mapping population of a minimum of two generations (Parents and F1) is needed. The principle of obtaining the genetic map from multiple pedigrees is that for each
pedigree, the probability of pedigree, that is the number of recombinant and
non-recombinant offspring is calculated given a recombination frequency (r).
Next, the probability of pedigree given free recombination (r = 0.5) is calculated. Finally, for each pedigree, the ratio of the probability of the pedigree
given an arbitrary value of recombination frequency to that with r = 0.5 is
calculated which is called the likelihood ratio. By taking the logarithm of the
likelihood ratio, the logarithm of odds or LOD score is calculated (Hartl 2005).
The frequency of recombination is estimated as that value of r that maximizes
the LOD score for all the pedigrees. This is the principle of genetic mapping
when using LOD score across many independent pedigrees each with a few
number of offspring. When many loci are used, the calculations above must
be done for every pair of loci which requires specific algorithms to increase
efficiency. Such algorithms are implemented in various genetic mapping software such as the one used in this thesis, LEPMAP (Rastas, et al. 2015).

Analysis of chromosomal inversions
Structural rearrangements are one of the major algorithmic challenges in genome evolution. The problem of chromosomal inversions is often described
as the problem of sorting a signed permutation (Bourque and Pevzner 2002;
Lemaitre, et al. 2009). Each section of genome that is syntenic to the genome
of another organism can be given a signed index. The goal is then to find the
parsimonious solution for sorting this signed permutation. Here, the parsimonious solution is the one with the least number of inversion steps necessary to
sort the signed permutation, that is to obtain the ancestral genome form. One
of the algorithm used is called GRIMM (Tesler 2002).
In order to infer the inversions between two species, we must first infer
synteny blocks between the species of interest. Synteny blocks are segments
that can be converted into regions with conserved gene order without disrup24

tion by micro-rearrangements (Nadeau and Taylor 1984). In Figure 4, the principle of inversion analysis by sorting the signed permutation is shown. The
source genome can be considered an ancestral genome and is represented with
the number of synteny blocks (1, 2, 3, 4) and the destination genome, a lineage
in which we want to infer the inversion events since the ancestor contains a
series of inverted blocks (-3, -1, 2, 4). As shown in Figure 4, two blocks have
a reversed orientation in the destination genome (-3, -1) compared to the
source genome, however, three inversions are necessary to obtain the gene
order and orientation in the destination genome. The set of parsimonious solution may involve different set of inversions but only one is reported by
GRIMM (Braga 2009). Therefore, it is not possible to know the accuracy of
the set of breakpoints obtained from a given inversion scenario.
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2

3

4
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1

3

4
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-1
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4

Inversion 1

Inversion 2

Inversion 3

Destination genome

Figure 4. Principle of inversion analysis by sorting a signed permutation.

Each arrow indicates a synteny block. Red indicates an inverted block. Blue
crosses indicate the inversion event.

Genetic diversity: Heterozygosity
The neutral genetic diversity depends on the mutation rate and the effective
population size (Ne). Assuming a small rate of mutation per site, the average
heterozygosity (H) over the sites of a sequence is expected to be the product
of Ne and mutation rate:
𝐻 = 4𝑁& 𝜇
A general way to quantify the amount of nucleotide variation in a population
is to determine the proportion of nucleotide differences between pairs of sequences and then weigh these differences by the frequencies of the sequences
and sum over all of the possible pairs of sequences (Nei and Li 1979). The
following equation is used to calculate heterozygosity:
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𝜋=

𝑝< 𝑝= 𝜋<=
<=

where 𝑝< and 𝑝= denote the respective frequencies of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ and 𝑗𝑡ℎ sequences, 𝜋<= denotes the number of nucleotide differences per nucleotide site
between the 𝑖𝑡ℎ and 𝑗𝑡ℎ sequences.

Genetic differentiation: FST
The amount of differentiation between populations can inform us about several features of populations including the amount of time that they have last
shared a common ancestor. One of the statistics used to measure differentiation between populations is FST and one of the most commonly used estimators of FST is Nei’s FST (Nei 1973) which is computed as follows:

𝐹BC =

𝐻C − 𝐻B
𝐻C

where 𝐻C is the heterozygosity of the total population and 𝐻B is the heterozygosity of the subpopulation. In addition to the use of FST as a measure of population differentiation, one can also use FST to measure the amount of differentiation between different groups for example between males and females.
An increase in differentiation between males and females might indicate that
a process such as sexually antagonistic selection is going on in that specific
region of the genome which increases the frequency of allele under selection
in one sex compared to the other (Cheng and Kirkpatrick 2016). However, it
is important to know that elevated values of FST merely represent a certain
level of differentiation among populations or groups of individuals and do not
convey any information about the underlying processes. Increased FST at a
genomic location compared to the background can be due to population structure as a result of limited migration or it can be a signal of positive selection.

Linkage disequilibrium: r2
Linkage disequilibrium (LD), the non-random association of alleles (Slatkin
2008), means that there is a tendency for a certain allele to segregate with
another more often than is expected entirely by chance. The definition for LD
between a pair of loci is called D and is measured as the following quantity:

𝐷 = 𝑝(F − 𝑝( 𝑝F
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which is the difference between the frequency of gamete carrying A and B
alleles, 𝑝(F , and the expected frequency if alleles associated randomly on
chromosomes, 𝑝( 𝑝F (Gillespie 2004). A commonly used measure of LD
which is less sensitive to allele frequencies is 𝑟 G . 𝑟 G is the square of correlation
coefficient between pairs of alleles at two loci that segregate together
(Gillespie 2004) and is calculated as:

𝑟G =

𝐷G
𝑝( (1 − 𝑝( )𝑝F (1 − 𝑝F )

Several factors can influence levels of LD in population. Natural selection
might favor a certain combination of alleles, leading to an increase in the frequency of specific haplotypes. Moreover, genetic drift can create non-random
associations between alleles due to random sampling (Gillespie 2004). For
loci on the same chromosome, LD decreases with an increase in recombination rate, therefore, in the context of sex chromosomes, loci on the pseudoautosomal region are expected to experience lower levels of LD than loci
within the non-recombining part of the chromosome.
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Research Aims

The main objective of this thesis was to study the processes involved in the
evolution of suppressed recombination in avian sex chromosomes and levels
and patterns of genetic diversity on Z chromosomes across avian phylogeny.
The specific aims of each of the presented papers of this thesis are listed below:
I. Identifying homologous genes in the non-recombining part of the ostrich
sex chromosomes (i.e., gametologous genes) and estimating the timing of the
cessation of recombination between Z and W chromosomes.
II. Constructing the genetic map of ostrich Z chromosome, inferring the number of inversion events across major avian lineages and investigating the role
of Z-linked inversions in the evolution of recombination suppression in avian
sex chromosomes.
III. Investigating the relative levels of Z chromosome to autosomes (Z:A) genetic diversity across avian phylogeny, exploring the determinants of Z:A levels of genetic diversity and its relationship to the faster evolution of Z-linked
genes.
IV. Studying patterns of polymorphism across the pseudoautosomal region of
ostrich Z chromosome in order to understand the effect of sex-linkage on the
evolutionary dynamics of PAR loci.
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Summary of the papers

Paper I
Old but Not (So) Degenerated – Slow Evolution of Largely
Homomorphic Sex Chromosomes in Ratites
The main feature of sex chromosome evolution is the cessation of recombination along the proto-sex chromosomes. Recombination suppression leads to
the degeneration of the non-recombining chromosome which is seen in a variety of taxa with highly differentiated sex chromosomes. The non-recombining chromosome (Y in male heterogametic system such as in mammals, W in
female heterogametic system such as in birds) is usually in heterochromatic
state and has an accumulation of repeat elements. However, in ratites (order
Palaeognathae, including ostrich), the Z and W chromosomes have similar
size and have maintained recombination along the majority of their length despite sex chromosome evolution was initiated more than 130 MYA.
In order to investigate the timing of the cessation of recombination and patterns of divergence between Z and W chromosomes in ostrich, we used transcriptomic data from six female ostriches to identify homologous genes that
have stopped recombining between the sex chromosomes but have not yet
been degenerated. I identified the W-linked gametologs by identifying genes
that consistently showed a non-reference allele not previously found in male
sequencing. We identified fourteen W gametologs and by aligning them with
the Z gametologs and orthologous chicken genes, we could date the timing of
the cessation of recombination and the amount of selection on Z and W gametologs.
The synonymous sequence divergence in the pairwise comparison of gametologous Z and W chromosome copies varied between 0.027 and 0.177. Using
ratite-specific substitution rate of 1.1´10-9 per year, we dated the timing of
cessation of recombination between the gametologous genes around 24-157
MYA. Based on the position of genes on Z chromosome in chicken, we found
a clear correlation between chromosomal position and divergence.
We next sought to determine the strength of selection. The ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions (dN:dS) ranged between 0.033 and 0.491.
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One gene, SMC5 contained three premature stop-codons and had the highest
dN:dS. The presence of stop codons in the coding sequence of the W-linked
gametolog is indicative of degeneration and relaxed constraint. To test
whether Z and W genes have been subject to different selection pressures, we
used lineage-specific rate of sequence divergence using chicken as the outgroup. All genes had a higher dN:dS in the W-linked than in the Z-linked gametologs. dN:dS was two times larger in the W-linked copy than in the Z-linked
copy for seven genes, with SMC5 showing the most pronounced difference,
dN:dS = 1.425 for SMC5W versus dN:dS = 0.064 for SMC5Z.
Recombination rate can affect the base composition. Consistent with this, we
observed that the ratio of the number of AT®GC to the number of GC®AT
substitutions was higher in the Z-linked than in the W-linked gametologs
which suggests that Z-linked gametologs evolve towards a higher GC content
than their W-linked copies. Finally, we observed that the male to female expression ratio (M:F expression ratio) was close to one in some of the gametologs indicating an active expression of genes in females while in others, expression in females had become severely reduced with M:F expression ratios
close to 2.
The observations in this study, including a gradual increase in the level of
divergence along the Z and W chromosomes that have stopped recombining,
the higher level of dN:dS on the W chromosome indicative of relaxed selective
constraint and the difference in M:F expression ratio across the gametologous
genes showed that sex chromosome evolution in ostriches follows similar path
as of other sex chromosome systems. However, the rate of degeneration of the
W chromosome in ostriches has been quite slow. We suggested that lack of a
global mechanism for dosage compensation could be a factor preventing the
degeneration of W chromosome in this lineage of birds.

Paper II
A Genetic Map of Ostrich Z chromosome and the Role of Inversions in
Avian Sex Chromosome Evolution
Recombination arrest is a necessary step for the evolution of distinct sex chromosomes. One of the mechanisms that can cause recombination suppression
is the occurrence of structural changes such as inversions. Inversions are structural rearrangements in which a chromosomal segment is cut at two locations
and is replaced in the same position with a reversal of 180 degrees. In order to
reveal the organization of sex chromosomes in a basal avian lineage, identify
the position of gametologous genes along the ostrich Z chromosome and study
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the role of inversions in avian sex chromosome evolution, we developed a sexspecific linkage map of ostrich Z chromosome.
We genotyped 384 SNPs from the putatively Z-linked scaffolds in 22 full-sib
families. We found two linkage groups. The first linkage group had a male
genetic map length of 92.3 cM and a female genetic map length of 81.2 cM
with a sex-averaged map length of 94.2 cM. The second linkage group had a
sex-averaged genetic length of 6.6 cM. The identification of two linkage
groups was surprising since the markers were selected from putatively Zlinked scaffolds. We found that the first linkage group was syntenic to chicken
chromosome Z and the second linkage group was syntenic to chicken chromosomes 3 and 12. Based on the formation of a separate linkage group and
synteny to chicken autosomes, we decided that the second linkage group, corresponding to a 12 Mb region of ostrich Z assembly, represented an assembly
error.
In sex chromosome systems with a small PAR, due to an obligate cross-over
in the heterogametic sex, recombination rate in the PAR is very high. Although the PAR in ostrich is much larger compared to other sex chromosomes
(around 60% of the ZW chromosomes), there was a higher rate of recombination in females than in males, particularly before the PAR boundary. We next
sought to compare the organization of the Z chromosome in ostrich with that
of six other avian and three reptile species. We identified 18 synteny blocks
and found 25 inversions in the avian lineage. Six inversions were identified
on the long unrooted branch between Palaeognathae and Neognathae node and
lizard. We found a high degree of conservation between lizard, turtle and alligator in the genomic regions that correspond to the avian Z chromosome,
therefore, we inferred that the six inversions occurred in an early avian ancestor. Four of these inversions occurred in the currently non-recombining segment of ostrich sex chromosome. In the Neognathae lineage, subsequent to
the split from Palaeognathae, a large inversion occurred in an early ancestor
and is thus shared among all Neognathae species included in the study. This
large inversion maps to 25.5-62.1 Mb of the chicken Z chromosome. The remaining inversions in the Neognathae occurred within the boundaries of this
large inversion which further shuffled the gene order and orientation in different avian lineages.
The results of this study first highlight the importance of integrating genome
assembly and linkage map information to make reliable inferences for chromosomal evolution. Moreover, the inversions identified in this study suggest
that recombination might have been suppressed through a series of Z-linked
and/or W-linked inversions in the avian lineage.
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Paper III
Variation in the Z Chromosome to Autosomes Ratio of Genetic
Diversity across Birds and its Relationship to the Fast-Z Effect
Sex chromosomes have specific mode of inheritance and ploidy that distinguish them from autosomes. These differences have consequences for the levels and characteristics of genetic diversity on sex chromosomes. Levels of genetic diversity is proportional to the effective population size (Ne) and mutation rate. Under the assumption of random variance in offspring number for
males and females and equal mutation rate in sexes, the genetic diversity on Z
compared to autosomes is expected to be 0.75. Differences in Ne and mutation
rate between sexes can influence levels of genetic diversity and divergence on
Z chromosomes.
In this study, in order to obtain a range of Z to autosome (Z:A) diversity across
avian species, understand the underlying causes of the deviation of Z:A from
the expected value of 0.75 and the relationship of Z:A diversity with the faster
rate of evolution of Z-linked genes, we used the whole genome sequence of
32 avian species for which a male genome assembly was available. We calculated genetic diversity as heterozygosity per site across three functional categories, intergenic, intronic and 4-fold degenerate sites. There was a strong correlation between diversity on Z, autosome and Z:A diversity between pairs of
functional categories. We also obtained lineage-specific estimates of synonymous (dS) and nonsynonymous (dN) divergence for autosomal and Z-linked
genes. We observed that the mean of the distribution of Z:A diversity across
avian species was not significantly different from 0.75. However, there was a
variation among species in Z:A diversity that ranged between 0.278 and 1.27.
We next sought to identify determinants of Z:A levels of genetic diversity.
Since most studied species were (at least socially) monogamous, variance in
reproductive success did not explain the range of observed values of Z:A diversity. Levels of Z:A diversity showed a positive correlation with male to
female mutation ratio estimated from ratio of synonymous substitutions for
the Z chromosome to the synonymous substitutions for the autosome
(dSZ:dSA). This was expected since Z chromosome spends two-thirds of its
evolutionary time in males and one-third in females, hence, it is more influenced by a higher mutation rate in males.
To understand the impact of long-term Ne on Z:A levels of genetic diversity,
we used body mass as a proxy for Ne . While autosomal diversity showed a
negative correlation with body mass, no such correlation was observed for the
Z chromosome. The Z:A genetic diversity showed a positive correlation with
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body mass however the correlation was driven by the lack of correlation with
Z diversity. We investigated the Z:A level of diversity in regions of the genome with different densities of sites under selection represented by the length
of intergenic sequences. The Z:A diversity was lower (though not significantly
different from 0.75) in regions with higher gene density than in regions with
lower density.
We did not find a significant correlation between dN:dS of Z chromosome and
autosome and levels of Z:A genetic diversity. This indicates that genetic drift
might not be the only driver of faster evolution of Z-linked genes. Moreover,
similar to genetic diversity, autosomal dN:dS had a significant correlation with
body mass but Z chromosome dN:dS did not show a significant correlation with
body mass. The results of this study suggest that levels of diversity and divergence on Z chromosome is affected by specific features that distinguish this
chromosome from autosomes such as its lower level of sex-averaged recombination rate which can lead to an enhanced action of linked selection on Z
chromosome.

Paper IV
Patterns of Nucleotide Diversity and Linkage Disequilibrium along the
Ostrich Pseudoautosomal Region
The pseudoautosomal region (PAR) of sex chromosomes shares some features
such as diploidy and recombination with autosomes. However, loci on PAR
are affected to various extent by their linkage to the sex determining region
(SDR). The linkage of PAR loci to the SDR may lead to their sex-linked inheritance pattern. Theoretical studies have shown that sex-linkage leads to an
increase in the expected coalescence time for a pair of loci in the proximity of
the SDR. The effect of sex-linkage on two different sex chromosomes resembles the situation of population structure with low rate of migration between
two demes. Low rate of recombination between the sampled locus and the
SDR can lead to the accumulation of genetic differences between chromosomes. Moreover, the sex-linkage of these loci provide a suitable condition
for the action of sexually antagonistic mutations. In most sex chromosome
systems, the PAR is very small and has a very high rate of recombination particularly in the heterogametic sex. In contrast, the long PAR in ostrich provides a system where we can investigate patterns of neutral genetic diversity
and levels of differentiation between males and females on the PAR and in
particular in the proximity of the SDR.
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To this end, we used population genomics data of three subspecies of ostrich,
the Southern African ostrich, Struthio camelus australis, the Eastern African
ostrich, Struthio camelus massiacus, and Struthio camelus domesticus, which
is the result of interbreeding ostriches from all over Africa during the start of
the 19th century. For each subspecies, 10 individuals, 5 males and 5 females
were sequenced. We measured levels of genetic diversity as heterozygosity
per site, linkage disequilibrium and levels of differentiation between males
and females across the Z chromosome.
We observed a heterogeneous pattern of genetic diversity across the Z chromosome shared between the three subspecies. Levels of genetic diversity were
closest to autosomal values in three regions on the Z chromosome: at both
ends of the chromosome and in the PAR region close to the PAR boundary.
Heterozygosity was higher on the PAR (mean = 0.000811) than the average
of the Z chromosome (mean = 0.000769). LD measured as r2 was lower on
the PAR (mean = 0.179) compared to the mean for Z chromosome (mean =
0.202). These two patterns were expected since the PAR undergoes recombination in both sexes. We used genomic features of Z chromosome, including
the sex-averaged recombination rate, GC content and gene density to explain
the variation observed in diversity across the chromosome. We found that genetic diversity in both the PAR and the whole Z chromosome was lower in
regions with higher gene density. However, gene density was correlated with
recombination rate and GC density. This could indicate the influence of linked
selection as a determining factor of genetic diversity on Z chromosome. We
did not find a significant difference in levels of genetic differentiation between
males and females in PAR and non-PAR as measured by FST.
The nearly autosomal levels of heterozygosity close to the SDR and an absence of significant level of genetic differentiation between males and females
could suggest that sexual antagonism is not a particularly strong force in ostriches. Moreover, the increased rate of recombination close to the PAR
boundary in females might have implications for the maintenance of long PAR
in ostriches and other ratites.
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Conclusions and Future Prospects

Sex chromosome evolution and the processes involved in the evolution of degenerated sex chromosomes have been a major topic of research during the
last century. In this thesis, I investigated the steps in the evolution of avian sex
chromosomes by providing further information about the ancestral state of sex
chromosomes in ostrich, a species of the basal clade of birds, Palaeognathae.
By analyzing a wide number of species across avian phylogeny, I could show
that previous estimates of severe reduction in Z:A genetic diversity in birds
might have been due to sparse sampling of genomic loci and that several factors including the male-biased mutation rate and the prevalence of linked selection might shape levels and patterns of diversity on Z chromosome differently compared to autosomes. Using the long PAR in ostriches, I showed that
levels of genetic diversity close to the SDR are not increased compared to the
autosomal value and concluded that the higher rate of recombination in females in this region might have implication both for the observed diversity
pattern in the PAR and for the maintenance of the long PAR in ostriches and
other ratites.
There are various potential paths that can be taken for future research. I think
the role of inversions together with the accumulation of sexually antagonistic
(SA) alleles in avian sex chromosome evolution requires further theoretical
and empirical investigation. The prevalent theory of recombination cessation
in sex chromosome evolution is that the accumulation of SA mutations in the
proximity of the SDR leads to selection for a modifier of recombination such
as an inversion (Rice 1987a). The equilibrium frequency of the chromosome
carrying the SA allele depends on the recombination frequency between the
SDR and the SA allele and the selection coefficient of the SA allele. With an
increasing recombination frequency between the SDR and the SA allele, a
higher selective advantage is needed for the SA allele to increase in frequency.
Inversions that cause recombination cessation by capturing the SDR and the
SA allele are expected to increase in frequency in the population. However,
the size of a given inversion is an important determinant of its fate in the population (Charlesworth and Barton 2018). Small inversions might not increase
in frequency since they can only suppress a small amount of recombination.
On the other hand, larger inversions can suppress a higher amount of recom35

bination but they might cause heterozygote disadvantage. It is therefore important to integrate the size and the fitness effect of the inversion itself in studies of the evolutionary dynamics of Z and W linked inversions in birds. Moreover, an important empirical work is to determine the distribution of fitness
effect of SA mutations and the plausibility of their spread at a given genetic
distance to the SDR.
Another exciting area of research is a joint study of the evolution of mechanisms of dosage compensation and suppression of recombination. For example, it could be speculated that if recombination would cease in a gene-bygene basis, a more gradual or gene-specific mechanism of dosage compensation could be in place. To further understand the co-evolution of dosage compensation mechanisms along with recombination cessation and the degeneration of the non-recombining chromosome, a comparative study of dosage
compensation across taxa with varying degree of sex chromosome degeneration would be particularly interesting.
The largely recombining state of ancient ratite sex chromosomes is another
puzzling phenomenon and has several potentials for further research. Several
hypotheses have been proposed to explain the non-degenerated state of ratite
sex chromosomes including a lack of sexual antagonism. An important step
would be to investigate the presence of SA alleles on the ratite PAR, particularly, in the proximity of the SDR since loci close to the SDR are expected to
be targets for future SA mutations. It has been suggested that an increased rate
of recombination in the proximity of the SDR might help to maintain a stable
PAR during evolution. Future empirical and theoretical work in combining
genetic diversity data with recombination, particularly in the PAR boundary,
will be particularly interesting. Finally, cessation of recombination of sex
chromosomes can be considered a two-step process with an initial recombination suppression in the proximity of the SDR and the further extension of the
region with suppressed recombination (Charlesworth, et al. 2005). I very
much look forward to further empirical research to better understand the
mechanisms involved in the expansion of the region with suppressed recombination to provide a more comprehensive view of the underlying processes
in the evolution of dimorphic sex chromosomes.
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Svenks Sammanfattning

Könskromosomerna är den del av genomet som bär de könsbestämmande generna och som har specifika särdrag som skiljer dem från autosomerna. Könskromosomerna har ett könsspecifikt nedärvnings- och rekombinationsmönster, och visar ofta på en viss grad av heteromorfism mellan de homologa paren.
Evolutionen av könskromosomer kännetecknas av undertryckt rekombination
mellan proto-könskromosomer, vilket leder till en gradvis minskning av genetiskt material från den kromosom som inte genomgår rekombination. I
däggdjur är hanar det heterogametiska könet, där könsbestämning sker via ett
XX/XY-system. I fåglar är däremot honor det heterogametiska könet (ZW)
och hanar det homogametiska (ZZ). Könskromosomerna som är specifika för
det heterogametiska könet (W och Y i fåglar respektive däggdjur) är vanligtvis
degenererade och rekombination med Z respektive X är begränsad till en
mindre del av respektive kromosom. Processerna som påverkar evolutionen
av degenererade könskromosomer samt den evolutionära dynamiken hos loci
kopplade till könskromosomer har under det senaste århundradet åtnjutit stort
forskningsintresse inom evolutionsbiologin.
I den här doktorsavhandlingen undersökte jag det honligt heterogametiska systemet som återfinns hos fåglar för att generera förståelse på en evolutionär
nivå kring hur rekombination upphör mellan könskromosomer. Dessutom undersökte jag vilka evolutionära krafter som påverkar nivån av genetisk diversitet i könsspecifika DNA-sekvenser. Fåglar är uppdelade i två fylogenetiska
huvudgrupper, Paleognathae (ratiter och tinamofåglar) och Neognathae (alla
andra fåglar, mer är 99% av nu levande arter). I kontrast mot Neognathae genomgår Z- och W-kromosomerna hos ratiterna rekombination över mer än
hälften av kromosomlängden. Att studera evolutionen av könskromosomer i
Palaeognathae är därmed intressant om vi vill förstå de olika steg som är involverade i evolutionen av fåglars könskromosomer. Detta eftersom Paleognathae är den ursprungliga fylogenetiska gruppen av fåglar och kan ge insikt
i hur de ursprungliga könskromosomerna såg ut. Dessutom är den utbredda
rekombinationen mellan könskromosomer i Paleognathae i sig självt ett fascinerande fenomen som behöver undersökas vidare.
De två första kapitlen i min doktorsavhandling handlar om evolutionen av
könskromosomer i fåglar över långa evolutionära tidsavstånd, med ett fokus
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på strutsens könskromosomer. I den första studien identifierade jag icke-rekombinerande homologa gener på Z- och W-kromosomerna i struts, vilka
ännu inte har degenererats på W-kromosomen (s.k. gametologa gener). Från
graden av sekvensdivergens i de här generna kunde jag se att upphörandet av
rekombination skedde innan fåglarna separerades Paleognathae och
Neognathae. Från positionen och sekvensvariationen hos gametologa gener
kan vi få förståelse kring hur upphörandet av rekombination gick igenom olika
steg. Detta beror på att gener som upphörde att genomgå rekombination längre
tillbaks i tiden förväntas ha högre sekvensdivergens än gener som upphörde
att rekombinera senare. Dock kunde inte positionen av de gametologa generna
längs med kromosomen bestämmas eftersom strutsgenomet saknar information på kromosomnivå. I den andra studien konstruerade jag en kopplingskarta
över strutsens Z-kromosom och använde denna för att korrigera Z-kromosomens sekvenssammansättning. I ett nästa steg identifierade jag 25 inversioner
på Z-kromosomen genom att jämföra ordningen och positionen av Z-kromosomkopplade gener i struts med sex arter av Neognathae och en reptilart. Upptäckten av Z-kopplade inversioner ledde till slutsatsen att evolutionen kring
upphörandet av rekombination mellan könskromosomer i fåglar kan ha skett
genom en serie av inversioner av Z- och/eller W-kromosomen, eller andra
processer som lett till ett mer gradvis upphörande av rekombination.
När könskromosomerna väl utvecklats till den nuvarande formen av
heteromorphism som ses hos en majoritet av taxa, kommer olika evolutionära
processer att ha en annan påverkan på dem jämfört med autosomerna. För
varje hona och hane går det tre Z-kromosomer på fyra autosomer, det medför
att den genetiska variationen hos Z-kromosomen kan förväntas uppgå till 0.75
av den autosomala variationen, förutsatt att mutationshastigheten och den effektiva populationsstorleken är densamma för båda könen. Faktorer som kan
påverka den effektiva populationsstorleken, som till exempel polygama parningssystem eller könsbias i mutationshastighet, kan medföra att Z:A-variationen avviker från det förväntade värdet på 0.75. I avhandlingens tredje kapitel undersöker jag de evolutionära processer som kan ge avvikelser från den
förväntade Z:A-variationen. Jag använde helgenomdata från hanar från 32 fågelarter för att analysera distributionen av Z:A-variationen hos fåglar. Vi fann
att medelvärdet för Z:A-variationen generellt inte var signifikant skild från
0.75, men däremot var det stor spridning i Z:A-variationen mellan olika arter
(0.278-1.27). De flesta undersökta arter är (åtminstone socialt) monogama, så
spridningen i Z:A kan inte förklaras av variansen i reproduktiv framgång. Å
andra sidan visade Z:A-variationen ett positivt samband med hanlig mutationsbias och en negativ korrelation med effektiv populationsstorlek, vilket kan
vara en indikation på förekomst av kopplad selektion på Z-kromosomen.
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Hos de flesta könskromosomsystem kvarstår rekombination i en liten region
hos det heterogameta könet för att säkerställa korrekt kromosomparning och
segregering under meios, regionen benämns pseudoautosomal region (PAR).
Gener lokaliserade på PAR har vissa egenskaper gemensamt med gener på
autosomer, som också har två kopior var hos honor och hanar, men genregioner som ligger nära den könsbestämmande regionen (“sex-determining region”, SDR) uppvisar egenskaper med mer könsbundna särdrag. I fjärde kapitlet använde jag populationsgenetiska data från Z-kromosomen hos struts
för att undersöka den evolutionära dynamiken hos PAR med särskilt fokus på
dess avstånd till SDR. I motsats till teoretiska förutsägelser var den genetiska
variationen nära SDR på Z-kromosomen inte högre än nivån hos autosomer.
Lokus nära SDR uppvisade inte någon kopplingsojämnvikt med SDR och
ingen signatur från sexuellt antagonistisk selektion kunde detekteras vid analys av könsskillnader i allelfrekvenser. Med en statistisk modell kunde vi visa
att gentäthet verkar vara en god prediktor av diversitetsmönster längs Z-kromosomen. Resultatet kan bero på en lindrigt förhöjd rekombinationsfrekvens
nära PAR hos honor. Detta är särskilt intressant med tanke på att det har föreslagits att PAR med en högre rekombinationsfrekvens nära SDR kan förhindra
ansamling av sexuellt antagonistiska loci och därmed behålla en evolutionärt
stabil PAR.
Sammanfattningsvis har jag undersökt de olika stegen i evolutionen av fåglars
könskromosomer genom att ta fram ytterligare information om könskromosomernas ursprungliga tillstånd hos struts. Genom att analysera ett stort antal
fåglar har jag visat att tidigare fynd av kraftig nedgång i Z:A-variationen hos
fågel kan ha orsakats av för litet analysurval av genomiska loci och att Z:Avariationen verkar minska vid ökad effektiv populationsstorlek. Slutligen visade jag att variationen nära SDR längs PAR hos struts ligger nära värdet hos
autosomer, en intressant observation med betydelse för hur ratiters långa PAR
kan ha bevarats. Samtliga kapitel i min avhandling kan ligga till grund för flera
potentiella fortsatta studier. Vidare undersökningar av inversioner på W-kromosomen hos struts kan ge ytterligare belägg för hur inversioner påverkar
evolutionen av könskromosomer hos fåglar och för att undersöka förekomsten
av kopplad selektion på könskromosomer behövs mer ingående analys med
hjälp av populationsgenetiska data. Slutligen, den huvudsakliga frågan varför
ratiter har behållit rekombination på könskromosomerna trots deras urgamla
ursprung är fortfarande en gåta och fordrar vidare teoretiska och empiriska
studier.
Translated to Swedish by Erik Gudmunds and Karin Näsvall
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 ﺑﮫ ﺧﺎطﺮ ﻣﮭﺮﺑﻮﻧﯿﺘﻮن در ﻟﺤﻈﺎﺗﯽ ﮐﮫ ھﻤﮫ ﻣﻦ و ﻣﺎﻣﺎن رو در زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﺗﺮک ﮐﺮده،اﺷﺮف ﺧﺎﻧﻮم
 ﻏﻢ ﺑﺮزﮔﯿﻮ ﺗﺠﺮﺑﮫ ﮐﺮدﯾﻢ وﻟﯽ. ﻟﺤﻈﺎت ﻏﻢ و ﺗﻨﮭﺎﯾﯽ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻮ ھﻤﯿﺸﮫ ﺷﺎد ﻣﯿﺸﻦ. ازت ﻣﻤﻨﻮﻧﻢ،ﺑﻮدن
. ﻻﯾﻖﺗﺮﯾﻦ ﺳﺎﮐﻦ ﺑﺮاش اﮐﺮم ﻣﺎﺳﺖ،اﮔﺮ ﺑﮭﺸﺘﯽ ﺑﺎﺷﯽ
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اﮐﺮم ﻧﺎزم ،ھﯿﭻ ﭼﯿﺰ رو ﺟﺰ ﺻﺪای ﺧﻨﺪه ھﺎت ﻧﻤﯿﺘﻮﻧﻢ ﺑﮫ ﯾﺎد ﺑﯿﺎرم .ھﻨﻮز ،ھﺮ روز ،در ﺧﺎطﺮاﺗﻢ
زﻧﺪه ھﺴﺘﯽ .ﭼﯿﺰی ﮐﮫ ھﻤﯿﺸﮫ ﺑﮭﻢ ﻣﯿﮕﻔﺘﯽ رو ﻧﻮﺷﺘﻢ ھﻤﯿﺸﮫ ﺑﮭﺶ ﻧﮕﺎه ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻢ .ﻣﯿﮕﻔﺘﯽ ﻣﺸﮑﻼت
اﮔﺮ ﻣﯿﻤﺶ رو ﺑﺮداری ﻣﯿﺸﮫ ﺷﮑﻼت .ﺑﺮای ھﻤﯿﺸﮫ دوﺳﺘﺖ دارم.
ﺧﺎﻟﮫ ﻧﺴﺮﯾﻦ و ﺣﺎﻣﺪ آﻗﺎ ،از ﺗﻤﺎم ﻣﮭﺮﺑﻮﻧﯿﺎﺗﻮن ﻣﻤﻨﻮﻧﻢ ،ﺧﯿﻠﯽ دوﺳﺘﻮن دارم.
ﻟﯿﻼ ،ﻋﻤﺮان و ﮐﯿﺎن ﻧﺎزک ،از ھﻤﺘﻮن ﺑﮫ ﺧﺎطﺮه ﻣﺤﺒﺘﺘﻮن ﻣﻤﻨﻮﻧﻢ .ﺧﯿﻠﯽ ﺧﻮﺷﺤﺎﻟﻢ ﮐﮫ ﺷﻤﺎھﺎ رو ﺗﻮ
زﻧﺪﮔﯽ دارم.
ﻣﺎﻣﺎن و ﺑﺎﺑﺎ ،از ﺷﻤﺎ ﺑﮫ ﺧﺎطﺮ ﺗﻤﺎم زﺣﻤﺘﺎﺗﻮن ﺗﺸﮑﺮ ﻣﯽﮐﻨﻢ .ﺑﺎﺑﺎ ،از اﯾﻨﮑﮫ ﺑﮫ ﻣﻦ ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﺮدی ﮐﮫ
ﺑﺘﻮﻧﻢ ﺑﯿﺎم اروﭘﺎ و درس ﺑﺨﻮﻧﻢ ،ازت ﺧﯿﻠﯽ ﻣﻤﻨﻮﻧﻢ .ﻣﺎﻣﺎن ،ازت ﻣﻤﻨﻮﻧﻢ ﺑﮫ ﺧﺎطﺮ ﺗﻤﺎم وﻗﺘﺎﯾﯽ ﮐﮫ ﻣﻦ
و دوﺳﺘﺎم رو ﭘﺬﯾﺮاﯾﯽ ﮐﺮدی و ﺗﻤﺎم ﺷﺒﺎﯾﯽ ﮐﮫ ﺑﺎ ﺻﺪای ﺻﺎﻣﺖ ﺗﻠﻮﯾﺰﯾﻮن ﻧﮕﺎه ﮐﺮدی ﮐﮫ ﻣﻦ درس
ﺑﺨﻮﻧﻢ .ﺗﻮ ،ﺗﻮ دﻧﯿﺎ ﯾﮑﯽ ھﺴﺖ .ﺷﻤﺎ ﺑﮫ ﻣﻦ ﺑﺎل ﭘﺮواز دادﯾﻦ .از ھﺮ دو ﺗﻮن ﺑﮫ ﺧﺎطﺮه ﻓﮑﺮ ﺑﺎزﺗﻮن و
ﺗﺮﺑﯿﺖ ﺧﻮﺑﺘﻮن ﺧﯿﻠﯽ ﻣﻤﻨﻮﻧﻢ.
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